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At the end of its 2016 annual party congress, held in Hammamet, Tunisia, the traditionally Islamist party Ennahda formally declared that the label “political Islam” “does not express the essence of its current identity nor [does it] reflect the substance of its future vision.” Their statement continued: “Ennahda believes its work to be within an authentic endeavor to form a broad trend of Muslim democrats who reject any contradiction between the values of Islam and those of modernity.” The party portrayed the change in its identity as driven by political realities and by the experience of five years of democratic transition: “We discovered the difference between belief in abstract principles like freedom and democracy, for which we had paid a high price over decades, and the transformation of those principles into tangible political achievements, following a revolution which saw the simultaneous explosion of political, cultural and social contradictions.” Ennahda’s emphasis on its “commitment to consensual democracy, dialogue, negotiation, and [to] the search for common ground in the management of our country’s affairs” suggests that it accepts as valid a pluralist political order, in which conservative Muslims participate on the basis of equal recognition with others—as opposed to an Islamic political order that tolerates and accommodates dissenters.
Many analysts view Ennahda’s rebranding as a “Muslim Democratic” party as a strategic move driven by political necessity in heavily secular Tunisia and claim it masks long-term aims to Islamize the state and society. Others see the change as genuine and as demonstrating that ideology does not really matter that much for parties once they start competing in free and fair elections. In contrast, this Brief argues that two related but distinct conceptions of politics have long been evident in the political thought and speech of Ennahda’s co-founder and intellectual leader, Rached Ghannouchi. For decades, Ghannouchi and Ennahda have proclaimed a commitment to “democracy,” but that commitment has been expressed both as a pragmatic willingness to engage in “politics” whenever greater political freedoms could be secured and as a more comprehensive vision of why Islam actually calls for a deeper form of democracy.

Ennahda’s commitment to “Muslim Democracy,” therefore, predates the 2010-11 Tunisian Revolution and has long coexisted ambiguously with a commitment to a more comprehensive notion of “Islamic Democracy.” This Brief thus offers a different interpretation of the origins and significance of the idea of a post-Islamist ideology of “Muslim Democracy.” It considers what a distinctly Islamic approach to politics has to offer today and its prospects going forward.

The Ideal Theory of “Islamic Democracy”: The People as “God’s Caliph on Earth”

The relationship between the Islamist commitment to divine sovereignty, on the one hand, and to democracy as a regime type, on the other, is a question that has long preoccupied Sunni Islamist thinkers, particularly since the 1970s and 1980s. Much of this discourse has a defensive quality to it, as it entails defending Islam and Islamist ideology against the excesses of certain radical groups that claim to be inspired by the doctrines of Sayyid Qutb, such as the Egyptian Islamic Group (al-Gama’a al-Islamiyya) and, later, al-Qaeda. But it can also be regarded as a good-faith effort to theorize the ideal regime type that Muslims ought to regard as fully legitimate: one that harmonizes and synthesizes a range of values, including divine sovereignty, freedom, limited government, the rule of law, popular agency and responsibility, and justice.

Among the thinkers of a post-Qutbist political Islam, Rached Ghannouchi had long been recognized as the preeminent theorist of the harmony between democracy and Islam. Ghannouchi’s prominence as “a democrat within Islamism” can be attributed to both his political and intellectual status. As a co-founder of a prominent national Islamist party, who also lived for over two decades in international exile, Ghannouchi long commanded attention for his political influence not only in Tunisia but also in global Islamist circles and within a Western public sphere interested in Islamist figures amenable to dialogue. At the same time, as a Paris-trained philosopher with training in Islamic thought, he earned recognition as a political thinker alongside figures active exclusively in the intellectual and scholarly realms. Ghannouchi’s theory of democracy, legitimacy, and sovereignty—articulated most systematically in his 1993 book *Public Freedoms in the Islamic State* (a book that he wrote partly while in hiding from Tunisian authorities) is a complex account of the place of divine law in an Islamic democracy and of the kind of public that can partake in divine sovereignty.

Three key points capture what is democratic about Ghannouchi’s “Islamic Democracy.” The first is the idea that the people is the source of all public
Public Freedoms in the Islamic State

Al-sha'ban, Ghannouchi argued that to implement the shari'a, Muslims are morally obligated to "divine sovereignty" remains: Ghannouchi never brought. Second, the traditional Islamist commitment to democracy in agreement regarding the fundamental matters of metaphysics, morality, and law. An ideal Islamic political order is a republic—but a kind of "republic of virtue."

The second point relates to the scope of constituent power. Ghannouchi's understanding of the people as the source of all public authority does not include only the appointment of officials to fill offices mandated by the shari'a; it extends as well to the authority to create new forms of institutions and determine the relations between them. Given that constituent power is often seen as the core aspect of democratic theory, this is an important democratic development in Islamic political thought.

The third point relates to popular participation in law-making. Unlike some theories of democracy that distinguish sharply between sovereignty (constituent power; authorizing constitutional regimes) and government (ordinary law- and policy-making), Ghannouchi argues in Public Freedoms in the Islamic State not only that the people have the right to appoint officials to legislate on both shari'a-related and public policy matters, but that the public itself is in various ways ultimately responsible for the way that the divine law is interpreted and applied.

Ghannouchi's theory is not just an Islamic affirmation of secular, liberal democracy, however. In my view, four very specific features capture what is specifically Islamic about Ghannouchi's "Islamic Democracy." The first is "perfectionism" in politics. As late as the 2015 edition of Public Freedoms in the Islamic State, Ghannouchi argued that the purpose of the state, and of political life generally, is to advance a particular (Islamic) conception of the good life and to create the conditions for the widest possible segment of the people "to live spiritually and materially in an innate accord with the law that Islam brought." Second, the traditional Islamist commitment to "divine sovereignty" remains: Ghannouchi never rejects in principle that Muslims are morally obligated to implement the shari'a and that this involves at the very least the obligation to take seriously Islamic law in its revealed, textual, positive form (rather than just as expressed as broad principles and values).

Third, Ghannouchi's constitutional theory prioritized moral unity over managed competition and "ambition countering ambition." While Ghannouchi recognizes the separation of powers and political pluralism in the form of political parties, he rejects Montesquieuian and Madisonian visions of republicanism as amounting to merely the management of difference and of the competition for power. Rather, the purpose of political institutions for Ghannouchi is ideally integrative, designed to advance the moral interest that all citizens and officials have in realizing God's purposes on earth.

Finally, the theory of Islamic Democracy is based not only on modern conceptions of citizenship, but on a deeper understanding of mankind (and Muslims in particular) as God's caliphs (deputies, vicegerents) on earth. This is not only what authorizes popular agency at the expense of any others who might usurp political power; it is also what sets constraints on the people's own self-conception. The people is provided its collective political and moral essence via the covenant of vicegerency (aqd al-istikhlaf), and politics is seen as providing the space for fulfilling the people's moral obligation. An Islamic democratic regime is, therefore, democratic in a way, but it is essentially the self-rule of a virtuous people largely in agreement regarding the fundamental matters of metaphysics, morality, and law. An ideal Islamic political order is a republic—but a kind of "republic of virtue."

“Muslim Democracy” as Non-Ideal Theory

This ideal theory of a "republic of virtue" that harmonizes the demands of divine and popular sovereignty through the theory of the people as "God's caliph on earth" always coexisted not only with deep personal pragmatism and flexibility on Ghannouchi's part, but also with less perfectionist and more pluralistic aspects of both his theoretical writings and the public statements of Ennahda. The same text, for example, that denounced Madisonian pluralism and calls for moral unity in political life explicitly declares toleration for and willingness to collaborate with a full range of political parties (including Communist ones). Moreover, in essays going back to the 1990s—including "When Is Islam the Solution?," "Freedom First," and "The Dialectic of Unity and Pluralism in Islam"—Ghannouchi expressed the view that Muslims should accept secular fellow citizens as a political fact and should prioritize political freedom over applying shari'a rules.
So there is no clean break between pre-revolutionary, “utopian perfectionist” political thought in Ghannouchi’s writings and post-2011 “pragmatic pluralist” political thought. The two have long coexisted, and it is not clear that an unambiguous unity can be established with respect to all of Ghannouchi’s theoretical reflections. Indeed, although pragmatic and radically pluralist elements are present in Ghannouchi’s thought before 2011 and the adoption of the Tunisian constitution in 2014, the elements of perfectionism and “universal caliphate” thought that can be discerned in his pre-2011 writings and speeches have almost completely dropped out in the post-revolutionary period.

Ghannouchi’s post-revolutionary writings and speeches appear in a number of collections. One volume, *Premonitions of the Revolution (Irhasat al-thawra)*, contains essays, articles, and interviews from 1999 to 2014, most of them originally published after 2010. He has also released a series of pamphlets on “the grounding of modern conceptualizations” of various core political terms—democracy, citizenship, secularism, and freedom. The following also draws on many hours of conversation with him, conducted in his home over multiple days, about his thought and evolving approach to politics.

In these writings and conversations, a set of theoretical commitments are articulated with remarkable consistency. Four main themes stand out. The first is the centrality of a new interpretation of the famous “Covenant [Sahifa] of Medina.” Instead of the idea of the people as “God’s caliph on earth,” the primary organizing model for politics is the Prophet Muhammad’s agreement with the people of Medina, or the *sahifat al-Medina*. But rather than invoking this agreement to prove the essential union of “religion and state” (*din wa dawla*) in Islam, Ghannouchi instead derives it from an affirmation of radical political pluralism in politics. For him now, Islam as a political entity was born in a milieu comprising Muslims, Jews, Christians, pagans, and materialists, and the resulting covenant, ratified by the Prophet, was a political covenant, not a sacred one. Thus, politics is now seen as primarily about shared political values and about satisfying the people’s mundane needs rather than seeking moral perfection.

The second theme is that Islamic law (*shari’a*) is now portrayed as more functional and limited than as a detailed and comprehensive body of law. Rather than seeing the *shari’a* as a process of deliberation on the basis of text, tradition, and expediency, Ghannouchi now describes the *shari’a* in minimal, even generic, terms. In justifying the 2014 Tunisian constitution’s absence of any reference to *shari’a*, he writes that “the Islamic *shari’a* only came for the purpose of limiting the authority of the ruler and subjecting him to the law.”

A third dimension of Ghannouchi’s embrace of politics as a search for consensus is an approach that sees democratic politics largely as what could be called “harm reduction,” rather than as the pursuit of perfectionist moral goals. He reveals an acute sensitivity to the precariousness of civil society and political liberty, given the tyrannical powers of the state. Political life is perceived as a delicate search for actually existing agreement around the terms of political life, rather than for the most reasonable possible agreement between ideal interlocutors. Therefore, on contentious issues like the inclusion in the constitution of a reference to *shari’a*, the “universality” of human rights, or specific language referring to gender relations, Ghannouchi always privileges the attainment of actual agreement. The most representative statement is on the issue of *shari’a*: “In Islam there is no church that can monopolize the interpretation of Islam. Instead, this is left to the umma [Muslim community] and the people through its institutions that translate the meanings of this ‘Arab, Islamic identity.’ And so when the question of the *shari’a* was proposed, we found that it is a matter of disagreement [mawdu’ *ikhilafa*]. But constitutions are not adopted on the basis of what there is disagreement around but rather what there is consensus on.”

Finally, Ghannouchi’s notion of agreement or consensus distinguishes between reasons specific to Islam and those that might appeal to anyone (i.e., “human values”). The best example of this is his treatment of the universality of human rights: “Our view is that we Islamists must be happy with the general consensus of humanity that humans have rights whatever their gender or religion, and for this reason we should not object to the [idea of the] universality of human rights, since this is one of the guarantees of rights and freedoms. Islam was only sent by God to realize human interests and welfare, and so anything that guarantees the welfare and rights of people is part of Islam even if there is no textual grounding for it in revelation.” Elsewhere: “The constitution must be adopted on the basis of human values, because we are a part of this humanity that crystallized and clarified a number of principles, such as the principles of democracy and human rights. We are also heirs to the principles of reform, and we regard the school of reform as one of the references and authorities for our constitution and our distinctive Tunisian thought. We want to adopt a civil state [whose] legitimacy does not depend on anything but the people [*al-nas*]—that is, [the] people [*shab’*] who are governed by it. There is no legitimacy for a ruler other than from a clear delegation and mandate—that is,
through free, impartial, and pluralistic elections.” It is not entirely clear what the deeper Islamic or principled foundation for this preference for wide consensus is, except for the repeated insistence that “[w]e must spread freedom as much as we can, in addition to the fact that justice is one of the goals of Islam, as is freedom... Constitutions came to prevent authoritarianism, not freedom, and so every orientation toward the spreading of freedom is an Islamic orientation.”

The theory of “Muslim Democracy” is thus not merely a tactical rebranding, but rather reflects a coherent view of the purpose of the basic structure of society: namely, to guarantee a moral conception of social life, but one that can be subject to the widest possible reasonable agreement. Controversial matters should be put aside as long as a reasonably just political order can be achieved without resolving them. But this more liberal approach raises obvious questions for a thinker like Ghannouchi: What sort of moral accomplishment is the 2014 Tunisian constitution, and what is the nature of its overlap with Islamic doctrines?

Islam and the Tunisian Constitution

Whereas Ghannouchi’s pre-revolutionary ideal theory for an Islamic democracy regarded the Islamic shari’a as both the foundation of the political community and the framework for public reason in a functioning political system, the 2014 constitution excludes any reference to shari’a at all. The ideal theory is based on a conception of the people (and each person individually) as God’s caliph on earth; but the 2014 constitution, though it does speak of an “elevated status of humankind,” is otherwise based on the principle of equal citizenship within a nation-state. And whereas the ideal theory was fundamentally committed to moral unity across all political institutions and between rulers and members of the community, the 2014 constitution more specifically articulates the aims of: “building a republican, democratic and participatory system, in the framework of a civil state founded on the sovereignty of the people, exercised through the peaceful alternation of power through free elections, and on the principle of the separation and balance of powers, which guarantees the freedom of association in conformity with the principles of pluralism, an impartial administration, and good governance, which are the foundations of political competition, where the state guarantees the supremacy of the law and...respect for freedoms and human rights, the independence of the judiciary, the equality of rights and duties between all citizens, male and female, and equality between all regions.”

It is true that Ghannouchi has given reasons for the acceptability of the constitution derived from plausible religious commitments, but his preference is to do so without reference to any prior doctrine. He suggests, rather, a simple continuity in his views. Even when he acknowledges that the constitution required compromises and concessions, he does not expressly say whether accepting those compromises means revising earlier views on the fundamental basis for political life.

In this light, two questions present themselves as of particular interest:

(a) Is the idea of shari’a permanently limited to this role of restricting the scope of government, or is this something future Tunisians might revise in different political circumstances?

(b) Are non-Islamic worldviews themselves reasonable, or merely tolerable? While Muslims may have obligations to respect the freedom of conscience of others, should differences around the fundamental acceptance or rejection of Islam be seen as something internal to reason or as a failure of others to realize the truth?

Virtually every other principled question follows from the conception of the long-term place of Islamic religious norms and the permanence of moral pluralism. There are reasons to think that the compromises reflected in the Tunisian constitution may have principles behind them, but they are nonetheless compromises and should be regarded as such. For one thing, there is no deep account offered in Ghannouchi’s writings regarding why disagreement about the shari’a itself is reasonable or worth respecting. Rather, there is the observation that the question of shari’a is at present too divisive (like slavery was at the time of the 1789 American constitution) and the belief that the objections of some Tunisians to shari’a are based on misunderstandings and are the result of manipulation by radical secularists.

Furthermore, there is reason to believe that Ghannouchi still regards secular worldviews as insufficient foundations for a principled moral life. In his 2013 essay on “Human Rights in Islam,” he writes that the general direction of human rights declarations and international covenants is consistent with the precepts of Islam and its objectives of advancing justice, freedom, and equality in the divine dignifying of humanity; but, he argues, the experience of humanity shows that humans do not thrive without adopting God in some fashion. “In the human soul,” he writes, “there is a hunger that is not satiated except by accepting God.”
In Ghannouchi’s view, the basic defect in modern human rights declarations derived largely from materialist philosophies is the belief that humanity can be independent of its Creator in organizing life and attaining happiness. The result, he writes, despite some partial progress, is the domination of the strong over the weak, the destruction of the environment, and the fracturing of connection and compassion between humans. Whereas when human rights are based on and make reference to the Creator, they are invested with a degree of sanctity that makes them secure in the hearts of all believers, who regard their defense as a religious duty, with rewards for performance and punishment for neglect. They are also, then, comprehensive and positive, as opposed to the formalism and partiality of secular human rights schemes, since God is the creator of man and alone knows the true needs of His creatures. And the authority of the law that protects these rights is invested with the authority of religious conscience.

In my conversations with him, Ghannouchi has also been reluctant to regard materialist or non-theistic metaphysics as fully rational. For example, when asked whether something like Kant’s antinomies of reason might be persuasive from an Islamic perspective, he said simply that “Kant was wrong,” insofar as he claimed that reason leads to equally good justifications for a purposive creation of the world and for the world’s non-purposive origination. Thus, at some level, Ghannouchi’s radical commitment to political pluralism (which accommodates even atheistic political parties and actors) is ad hoc and non-foundational rather than grounded in a deep, moral epistemology based on the reasonable pluralism of metaphysical doctrines.

It is most probable, therefore, that Ghannouchi and others view the 2014 constitution as something that Islamists can content with for principled reasons, some of them “Islamic” and some of them “free-standing,” or derived from political experience. One possibility going forward is that the practice of politics will make the liberal principles embedded in the 2014 constitution seem attractive and even irreplaceable, given the permanence of moral pluralism around questions of religion and lifestyle: Over a long enough period of time, according to this scenario, the political compromises required for acceptance of the constitution will be accorded some deeper theological justification. Another possibility is that with demographic change—and perhaps after some sort of political crisis—future Islamists may feel entitled to embrace the consequences of enjoying a demographic majority.

It is still possible for Islamic democrats to imagine an “Islamic democracy to come,” a future sovereign umma that can express its moral unity politically after the people have “returned” to their natural piety by means of a combination of a non-coercive moral education and removing alien causes of disunity. This is not a contradiction. Every democratic theory, if it aims for something more than managing competition or minimizing the evils that government can do, has to rest on faith in the people becoming fit for self-rule. All that remains to be said is that since this Islamic democratic vision of self-rule involves a very deep sort of consensus regarding metaphysical truths and the ethical purposes of human life, it may be that such deep moral agreement is no longer likely in the contemporary world—at least without the kinds of coercion and limitation on freedoms of conscience and speech that Islamic democrats claim to reject. What if moral pluralism is here to stay?

One response to this dilemma is to accept it. An Islamist might argue that Islam provides for an ideal regime type and, should a self-governing community of the pious exist, it might freely choose that regime type; but the non-ideal world, the world of politics, takes priority because the distinctly political goods and ills belonging to that sphere are more pressing and controlling than the aspirations of high doctrine. We have seen certain Islamist parties (particularly in Tunisia, Morocco, and Jordan) reveal preferences for political stability, the sharing of political responsibility, and even coalition building with former enemies. Of course, there were pragmatic reasons for these decisions. And even where they reflect value commitments or an acceptance of the constraints of pluralist politics, the principled grounding for this kind of politics in terms of Islamic political theory is elusive, as this Brief has argued. (Indeed, as we have seen in Turkey, once the constraints vanish, so do the compunctions about establishing de facto single-party—albeit not exactly theocratic—rule.)

Nonetheless, where Islamist parties seem to accept the constraints of existing political orders as a space for political action, this might be read as an “incompletely theorized agreement” to accept the fact of political pluralism at the expense of the kind of Islamic sovereign constituent power that has become central in Islamic ideal theory. Related to this are facts about the requirements of actual government in modern states. Insofar as Islamism has represented a grand idea, it was all in the realm of the moral formation of a people and a vision of legal legitimacy. But the countless areas of modern administration and policy-making, particularly in societies with extremely high levels of economic and
other anxieties, can make the concerns of Islamism seem less urgent.

This is not to say that there are not laws and policies to be enacted, in the realms of education and public morality and otherwise, promoting a conception of religious truth, and it is not to say that areas like foreign policy or economics have not been subjects of Islamist doctrinal concern.52 But there is much less to distinguish an Islamic approach from other approaches to what might be called good governance and economic well-being than there is regarding other areas of collective life. And since the overwhelming task of politics concerns matters of policy that are not central to the distinctive Islamist vision of the world, it is less that the practice of ordinary politics refutes the ideal theory (as I think the permanence of pluralism arguably does), and more that it simply makes it seem less important.

The words of senior Ennahda party figure Saif Ferjani are instructive here: “Islamism ended once Ennahda entered government and shared responsibility for social and economic provision and became accountable to the electorate and to civil society.”53 Both parts of this statement bear emphasizing. First, power is shared, and this simply creates a practice of acknowledging the fact of pluralism, whether or not there is a deep theory of it. And, second, the realities of “responsibility for social and economic provision” and being “accountable to the electorate and to civil society” have a way of making a vision of politics centered on a pious people expressing a shared will that fuses both divine and human purposes seem less descriptive of actual political life, again without necessarily refuting it.

**Muslim Democracy: It May Work in Practice, But Will It Work in Theory?**

It is a mistake to assume that the deeper, more comprehensive Islamist commitments must be the more sincerely and firmly held ones, waiting to re-emerge should electoral prospects change. But it is also a mistake to assume that pragmatism and real politics always make a mockery of any ideological commitments, religious or secular. Politics is about who gets what, when, and how; but it is also a meaning-creating activity. In my view, the idea of “Muslim Democracy” is neither merely a rebranding exercise nor just a public gesture to reassure secular counterparts during a democratic transition in which trust is extremely low. Rather, I believe that it represents a sincere acknowledgment of the gap between 20th-century Islamism’s confidence that it could remake the state, return society to a state of piety, and transform modernity as such and the reality of the crushing power of the modern nation-state to co-opt all ideological alternatives.

The question, then, is less whether Islamists are sincere and more what a distinctly Islamic approach to politics has to offer in the 21st century. Surely, Islamic (and Islamist) critiques of modern secularism, materialism, and global capitalism are no less urgent or salient than when they were developed in the second half of the 20th century. But the traditional Islamist solution—a pious umma acting as God’s deputy on earth to restore the shari’a, possibly even under the aegis of a renewed caliphate—is hardly likely to inspire confidence as a genuine, realizable Islamic alternative to corrupt, materialist modernity. Rather, example after example shows that it is far more likely for an Islamic approach to politics to descend into the same kind of authoritarianism that Islamism traditionally decried—whether clerical tyranny in Iran; one-party, post-ideological corruption in Turkey; or monarchy buttressed by neo-traditionalist sycophancy in the Gulf. In light of this, embracing what essentially amounts to a form of secular, liberal democracy may be both a sincere move and one regarded as having Islamic justification—but will it in the long term satisfy the need that many Muslims have for a form of political life with genuine religious and spiritual meaning?
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